RCMP PIPES AND DRUMS (NATIONAL DIVISION)
2018

A Year to Remember. Before the start of every year the question would be
asked if it was realistic to ask the band and dancers to maintain the frantic pace
of activities kept in previous years, and every year it just seemed the schedule
and the events would continue getting bigger and bigger. 2018 saw a huge
celebration at the Cartier Square Drill Hall, recognizing the 20th anniversaries of
the RCMP Tartan and the National Program of RCMP Community Bands of
Pipes & Drums, a small contingent made it over to Dublin and Belfast with the “H”
Division (Halifax) Pipe Band and the year finished with a visit to Creemore ON to
be part of family celebrating Ken Thornton’s 100th birthday. 89 solo events added
to another busy year.
Shanghai and Beijing. But the highlight of the year was undoubtedly the
extraordinary September trip to China. As Global Affairs Canada announced to
their delegations world-wide, “Canada was loud and proud in Shanghai and
Beijing this fall with the visit of the RCMP Pipes & Drums band, accompanied by
their highland dance troupe. Tour highlights included performances at the
Shanghai Tourism Festival, kilts and bagpipes on the Great Wall, and a police
liaison reception and a Canadian community concert.” Like the 2015 Netherlands
trip before it, this incredible adventure would leave long lasting impressions of
another amazing trip of a lifetime.
Unit Commendation. As approved by RCMP National Headquarters and the
office of Ms Lisa-Marie Inman, Executive Director of Public Affairs (EDPA), in
2018 the RCMP Community Bands of Pipes & Drums were awarded a
Commander’s Unit Commendation. Ms Inman conferred this recognition to mark
the collective accomplishments as part of the 20th anniversary of both the RCMP
tartan and the national program. The Commendation narrative recognized the
bands “For exemplary and innovative volunteer service to the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP) that has improved the quality of life in Canadian
communities and has brought credit and honour to the RCMP with impact at the
provincial, interprovincial, national and international level.” This was a rare
honour within the Force, being the first time ever that a Commander’s Unit
Commendation was awarded to citizen volunteers. Another first was the
authorization of a commemorative commendation pin to be worn by all
performing elements of the program - pipers, drummers and dancers - on their
uniforms/costumes. It was a very proud moment for the entire National Program.

New Band Officer. Although the band lost Drum Major Rod Macleod from its
ranks in the fall of 2017, the separation was to be short-lived. As advised in a
letter dated 12 March 2018, the RCMP Pipes and Drums were happy to welcome
back now Inspector Rod MacLeod as the new Band Officer. A/Commr (ret’d)
Dale Sheehan had served in this capacity for the previous two years, but with
current demands on his personal and professional time, he had signalled his
intent to step down. Rod brought instant credibility to the position of Band Officer
given his extensive experience with the band and the leadership team.
Highland Dancers. There were no changes to the leadership team of the RCMP
Highland Dancers in 2018, but the team continued to grow in strength with the
total number of dancers moving up to 17 by November 2018.
Band Roster. The band again stayed very stable with minimal change to the
roster in 2018. With a total number of 45 pipers and drummers, the size and
capability of this complement would be the envy of most pipe bands in Canada.
Of significance, with the departure of Rod Macleod in late 2017, 2018 saw Brad
Hampson take over the reins as the Senior Drum Major and as the band’s
Quartermaster.
RCMP Pipe Band – Ottawa (NFP). The Not-for-Profit society, by 2018, had
reached very much a steady state with no major changes to policy nor
procedures. On the Board roster, Iain Tait stepped down as Treasurer, replaced
by Patty Maloney (who also retained the Secretary position). John Virag joined
the Board as a Director-at-Large.
BAND NOMINAL ROLL – 2018
Drum Majors: Brad Hampson, Graham Muir
Pipers: George Andras, Charles Armstrong, Neil Bell, Dave Campbell, Casey Cerson,
P/Sgt Donald Corbett, Sandy Creber, Bill Fairlie, Matt Goral, Brad Hampson, Mike Long,
Grant Lynds, Albert Mannard, Steve McDermid, Mike Motyl, Graham Muir, P/M Graeme
Ogilvie, Bev Perron, Jenny Putinski, Mark Straby, Iain Tait, John Virag, Allan Walker,
Mike Ward, Jamieson Weetman, P/Sgt Gilbert Young, Jack Yourt.
Drummers: D/Cpl Dominique Castonguay (side), Brian Creber (bass), Charles
Dumaresq (side), Natasha Durant (side), Heather Fairbairn (side), Chris Ford (side),
John Gray (side), D/Sgt Bruce Hewat (side), Yves Labbé (tenor), Jeff Leblanc (side),
D/Sgt Darryl Lim (tenor), Andy Main (side), Daniel Mandin (tenor), Gary McDermott
(bass), Curtis Nolet (side), Iain Ogilvie (side), Sylvie Perron (side), Louise Quinn (tenor),
Ron Roach (bass), Giorgio Zanetti (tenor).

Performance highlights 2018:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perley-Rideau Concert
RCMP 20th Anniversary Ceilidh – Cartier Square Drill Hall
Ontario Police Memorial – Toronto
145th Anniversary of the RCMP/NWMP - Beechwood
Belfast International Tattoo – Northern Ireland
Shanghai Tourism Festival – China

•
•
•

Canadian Embassy Concert – Beijing, China
Canadian Police and Peace Officers Memorial – Parliament Hill
Ken Thornton 100th Birthday – Creemore ON

Solo pipers continued to be a common feature at regimental dinners and funerals,
retirements, civic events, and a host of related ceremonial functions. The tempo for solo
events was still very busy in 2018 with a total of 89 different events taking place over the
course of the year. Solo highlights of 2018 were: Justice Retirement Dinner, Jenny
Putinski; Commemorative Mass for 1908 Notre-Dame-de-la-Salette Landslide Victims,
Bev Perron; Hill 70 Ceremony – Mountain ON, Jack Yourt and Charles Armstrong;
Canadian Senate – Canada 150 Medals, P/M Graeme Ogilvie.

2018 Band Events
(number of band members participating in brackets)

01 Jan 2018
24 Feb 2018
13 Mar 2018
28 Mar 2018
07 Apr 2018
23-24 Apr 2018
06 May 2018
16 May 2018
17 May 2018
23 May 2018
31 May 2018
03 Jun 2018
09 Jun 2018
15 Jun 2018
23 Jun 2018
27 Jun 2018
28 Jun 2018
29 Jun 2018
30 Jun 2018
05 Jul 2018
03 Aug 2018
04 Aug 2018
11 Aug 2018
25 Aug 2018
01-09 Sep 2018
11-19 Sep 2018
19-23 Sep 2018
30 Sep 2018
16 Oct 2018
20 Oct 2018
01 Nov 2018
11 Nov 2018
11 Nov 2018
04 Dec 2018

RCMP New Years Levee – Leikin (14)
RCMP Musical Ride Open House – RCMP Stables (18)
Perley-Rideau Concert (28) – with dancers
RCMP National Division Awards Ceremony (7)
RCMP 20th Anniversary Ceilidh – Cartier Square (37) – with dancers
G7 Security Conference – Toronto (4)
Ontario Police Memorial – Toronto (25)
CIAT Conference Opening – Museum of History (14) – with dancers
RCMP Long Service & Good Conduct Ceremony – Leikin (3)
145th Anniversary RCMP/NWMP – Beechwood (10)
Brad Hampson Retirement – Ottawa Police Association (4)
Muscular Dystrophy Walk – Ottawa City Hall (15)
ALS Walk – War Museum (17)
Cancer Society Relay for Life – Millennium Park Orleans (13)
CHEO Teddy Bear Picnic – Rideau Hall (18) – with dancers
Sunset Ceremonies (15) – with dancers
Sunset Ceremonies (15) – with dancers
Sunset Ceremonies (14) – with dancers
Sunset Ceremonies (15) – with dancers
Sentry Duty – Tomb of Unknown Soldier (2)
Maxville Friday Night Tattoo (33)
Glengarry Highland Games – Opening Massed Band (20)
Navan Fair Parade (14)
North Lanark (Almonte) Highland Games (26)
Belfast International Tattoo – Northern Ireland (4)
Shanghai Tourism Festival – China (30) – with dancers
Beijing Component of China trip (26) – with dancers
Canadian Police & Peace Officers Memorial – Parliament Hill (17)
Invictus Games – Send Off to Australia (8)
Ken Thornton 100th Birthday – Creemore ON (7)
RCMP Long Service Awards – Leikin (4)
Remembrance Day Service – Orleans Legion (18)
Remembrance Day, Afternoon Show – Orleans Legion (15)
RCMP NHQ Christmas with Partners (5)

24 FEBRUARY 2018
RCMP MUSICAL RIDE OPEN HOUSE for the OTTAWA FOOD BANK
RCMP STABLES – CANADIAN POLICE COLLEGE
This annual “Open House”, hosted by the RCMP Musical Ride, raises funds and
food for the Ottawa Food Bank. The RCMP, and several supporting agencies
continue to participate each year to make this event a huge success. In 2018
over $6,000 and 4,755 pounds of food were raised!! Approximately 11,000
people were in attendance throughout the day at the stables and displays.

13 MARCH 2018
PERLEY-RIDEAU CONCERT
PERLEY & RIDEAU VETERAN’S HEALTH CENTRE
.

28 MARCH 2018
RCMP NATIONAL DIVISION AWARDS CEREMONY
OTAWA CONFERENCE AND EVENTS CENTRE

COMMANDING OFFICER COMMENDATIONS
PRESENTED BY A/COMMR MICHAEL DUHEME
P/SGT GILBERT YOUNG

JACK YOURT

28 MARCH 2018
RCMP NATIONAL DIVISION AWARDS CEREMONY
OTAWA CONFERENCE AND EVENTS CENTRE
COMMANDING OFFICER’S UNIT COMMENDATION
At the “National” Division Awards
and Recognition Ceremony 28
March 2018, D/M Brad Hampson,
on behalf of the band and
dancers, was presented the
Commander's
Unit
Commendation by the “National”
Division Commanding Officer,
Assistant Commissioner Michael
Duheme.
As approved by RCMP National
Headquarters and the office of
Ms Lisa-Marie Inman, Executive
Director of Public Affairs (EDPA),
all the RCMP Community Bands
of Pipes & Drums were awarded
a
Commander’s
Unit
Commendation.
Ms
Inman
conferred this recognition to mark
the collective accomplishments
as part of the 20th anniversary of
the RCMP tartan and the national program. Although this referred to a national
program, Ms Inman took the position that each of its eight constituent bands
qualified for this “Unit Commendation”.
The Commendation narrative recognized the bands “For exemplary and
innovative volunteer service to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) that
has improved the quality of life in Canadian communities and has brought credit
and honour to the RCMP with impact at the provincial, interprovincial, national
and international level.” This was a rare honour within the Force, being the first
time ever that a Commander’s Unit Commendation was awarded to citizen
volunteers.
In accordance with normal RCMP convention, Unit Commendations do not
provide for any individual form of recognition. In this case however, in yet another
“first”, in collaboration with Supt Mike Coté, OIC Musical Ride & Heritage, and the
Corps Sergeant Major Al McCambridge, Ms Inman authorized the issuing of a
commemorative commendation pin to be worn by all performing elements of the
program - pipers, drummers and dancers - on their uniforms/costumes. It was to

be worn over the course of the following twelve months, centred immediately
above the top seam of the right breast pocket of both the tunic and grey shirt.
The dancers were also able to wear the pins in an appropriate placement on their
costumes.
This was a hugely significant milestone for the National Program and a moment
for which all band members and dancers could be justifiably proud.

07 APRIL 2018
RCMP 20 ANNIVERSARY CEILIDH
CARTIER SQUARE DRILL HALL
TH

The band and dancers were very keen to find an appropriate way to celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the RCMP tartan. Rather than a formal concert, it was agreed that an
event should be held to give recognition to the tartan, but in a relaxed environment
where the band and dance team members, as well as friends and supporters of the
band, could be able to gather and have an enjoyable night out without working the entire
evening away. In the fine tradition of the Celtic influence, a Ceilidh was proposed and
quickly accepted, with any pomp and circumstance to be kept to a minimum.
Although the official 20th anniversary date was the 27th of April, the Ceilidh ended up on
Saturday 07 April with the Cartier Square Drill Hall, downtown Ottawa, chosen as the
event venue. It had been used previously for another extremely successful band
fundraising event, as hosted by the RCMP highland dancers, and was considered an
excellent choice for such an auspicious, but low-key, event. The Drill Hall has a large
floor area, a spacious dance floor, privacy rooms for performers, and adequate space for
three hundred and fifty guests, all perfect for the 20th anniversary Ceilidh.
It was decided at the onset that the RCMP Pipe Band and Dancers would not be the
primary entertainment for the evening
allowing the event to be as much a
relaxing evening for the members of the
band and dancers as for any other
attendees. However, the band and
dancers still did perform at strategic points
of the evening in order to display their
skills to the audience and to show off the
tartan.
A very close friend of the band, retired
RCMP member Suzanne Sarault, happily
volunteered to be the MC for the evening.
The Brigadoons, an internationally
renowned Celtic band from Glengarry County, was engaged to provide the music and
main entertainment for the Ceilidh and with this band on stage it was guaranteed to be
extraordinarily entertaining evening of music and dance. A second band, the Governor

Generals Foot Guards Celtic Ensemble also provided some exceptional music for the
event playing two 30-minute sets early in the evening before the Brigadoons.
Although the event was an informal celebration, there were still the occasional formalities
in recognition of the tartan and personnel associated with it, as well as an
acknowledgement of the band’s successes, its Unit Commendation and Commanding
Officer Commendations also recently presented to P/Sgt Gilbert Young and Jack Yourt.
One presentation of special significance was to Margaret Struth, of Burnett’s and Struth
Highland Regalia, in recognition of her immeasurable contribution to both the very first
RCMP tartan kilt ever made, but also her continued support providing the kilts to all eight
RCMP pipe bands across Canada.
Ticket sales were hugely successful with the event easily selling out two weeks in
advance, which guaranteed a great crowd for the evening. In the end it was an
absolutely fabulous way in which to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the RCMP tartan.
And a great warm-up looking ahead to just five years down the road with a chance to
celebrate the 25th.

16 MAY 2018
CIAT CONFERENCE OPENING
MUSEUM OF HISTORY

23 MAY 2018
145 ANNIVERSARY RCMP/NWMP
RCMP NATIONAL MEMORIAL CEMETERY - BEECHWOOD
TH

31 MAY 2018
OTTAWA POLICE S/SGT BRAD HAMPSON RETIREMENT
OTTAWA POLICE ASSOCIATION
OPS S/Sgt Brad Hampson, and band member of both the Ottawa Police Service
Pipe Band and the RCMP Pipe Band, retired in early 2018 after 33 years
operational policing and leadership experience with the OPP, Ottawa Police,
United Nations, and RCMP in Nunavut. Brad held numerous front line and
command positions in emergency operations and investigations, and led
innovative change with new models improving efficiencies effective in crime
reduction. There are very few people who have also given, and continue to give,
the amount of public and community service as Brad. A traditional retirement
dinner (spaghetti!!) was held at the Ottawa Police Association and both pipe
bands were represented to pipe in the very special guest of honour. This was a
great surprise for a very deserving recipient. Both the OPS and RCMP Pipe
Bands were extremely grateful to take part in the ceremony recognizing a life’s
worth of major achievements.

31 DECEMBER 2018
OTTAWA CITIZEN
Photographer Ashley Fraser covered dozens of events and took thousands of photos
throughout 2018 for the Ottawa Citizen “Social Scene” pages. On the 31st of December
the Citizen published photos recalling some of the favourite people, places and events
she covered over the year. Leave it to our RCMP Drum Major, Piper, Quartermaster,
and Choir Major Brad Hampson to be included in that elite list of the City of Ottawa
movers and shakers!!

09 JUNE 2018
ALS WALK
CANADIAN WAR MUSEUM

15 JUNE 2018
CANCER SOCIETY RELAY FOR LIFE
MILLENNIUM PARK - ORLEANS

23 JUNE 2018
CHEO TEDDY BEAR PICNIC
RIDEAU HALL

27-30 JUNE 2018
SUNSET CEREMONIES

05 JULY 2018
TOMB OF THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER – SENTRY DUTY
NATIONAL WAR MEMORIAL
For the third time in its history, the RCMP posted the sentry at
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. The first time was 05 July
2013 (with Ceremonial Guard pipers). The date is significant
to the Force as it is the day that Sergeant Arthur Herbert
Lindsay Richardson of the North-West Mounted Police (left)
won the Victoria Cross in action during the Boer War. With the
RCMP posting the guard, the RCMP Pipes and Drums, as it
did previously in 2015, provided the solo pipers to escort the
sentries on/off each shift. Each guard contingent consisted of
the commander, a solo piper and two sentries.
A full day of rehearsal was held on the 4th of July at the
Ceremonial Guard (CG) summer barracks, Carleton
University, for the RCMP contingent of five Regular Members
and two RCMP pipers (P/M Graeme Ogilvie and Brad
Hampson). The CG coordinator was Sgt Devin Kidd, a graduate of the RCMP Drum
Major’s Course, and now an RCMP Constable in Red Deer, AB. The RCMP Guard
Commander was Cpl Peter Woolley.
Beginning at 1100 hrs on the 5th, the first contingent was piped to the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier where the first two sentries were posted. Due to extreme heat on the
day (hottest on record), the rotation was modified such that the sentries were rotated
every half hour (vice the normal one hour), and this was repeated every thirty minutes
until 1500 hrs. The remainder of that day’s sentries were posted by the Army.
Standing Sentry at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier is one of the highest honours for
any Unit. As well as an opportunity to honour NWMP Sgt Richardson, this summer
Public Duty was also an excellent opportunity to highlight the strong relationship that
exists between the RCMP and the Canadian Armed Forces.

03-04 AUGUST 2018
GLENGARRY HIGHLAND GAMES
MAXVILLE ON
The RCMP tartan and the Force’s National Pipe Band Program marked their 20th
anniversary on the 27th of April earlier in 2018. On that day 20 years ago, as the
culmination of year-long celebration of the 125th anniversary of the RCMP, then
Commissioner Philip Murray approved recommendations to adopt the newly
minted RCMP tartan, and to authorize a kilted uniform for community bands of
RCMP Pipes & Drums. Since then, the program had grown into eight RCMP
pipe bands across the country – Halifax, Moncton, Montreal, Ottawa, Winnipeg,
Regina, Edmonton and Vancouver.
To recognize these significant milestones, the world famous Glengarry Highland
Games offered to highlight the RCMP pipe bands, and their tartan, at the 2018
Games, both with a featured spot in the Friday night tattoo and during the
opening massed bands on the North American championship Saturday.
To make the most of this occasion, and to make a “statement” on the field in front
of a knowledgeable audience, an RCMP composite pipe band was assembled
which included members from “National” Division (Ottawa), “C” Division
(Montréal) and “J” Division (Moncton). The result was a pipe band of over 50
members on the field Friday night for the Tattoo plus 8 highland dancers, and
approximately 35 members for the opening massed bands on Saturday. The
RCMP were a huge presence at these Games and showcased the best of what
the band and dancers could offer. As the Tattoo MC Reg Gamble emailed the
next day saying, “The RCMP Pipe Band were a sight to behold marching on to
the field. Sent shivers up your neck, and made us proud to be Canadian.”
Mission accomplished.

03 AUGUST 2018
GLENGARRY HIGHLAND GAMES – FRIDAY NIGHT TATTOO
SOVEREIGN’S MEDAL FOR VOLUNTEERS
PRESENTED BY A/COMMR MICHAEL DUHEME
Passion, dedication and a commitment to community are the driving forces behind the volunteers
who receive the Sovereign’s Medal for Volunteers. The medal recognizes the exceptional volunteer
achievements of Canadians from across the country in a wide range of fields and pays tribute to the
dedication and commitment of volunteers. They embody the country we aspire to build.

P/SGT GILBERT YOUNG

JACK YOURT

01-09 SEPTEMBER 2018
DUBLIN – IRELAND
BELFAST INTERNATIONAL TATTOO – NORTHERN IRELAND
By the fall of 2017 the “H” Division (Halifax) Pipes, Drums, Dance Troupe and
Flag Party of Nova Scotia had received a formal invitation from the Belfast
International Tattoo requesting a Canadian presence in 2018. After agreement on
participation, a trip was scheduled that included Dublin as a warm-up venue
before heading up to Belfast for their sixth annual International Tattoo. The
Halifax band was bolstered by “J” Division (Moncton), “C” Division (Montréal),
“National” Division (Ottawa), “F” Division (Regina) and “K” Division (Edmonton).
The Halifax dance team also picked up one dancer from Ottawa.
The group departed Halifax 02 September on an overnight flight to Dublin,
through St John’s NL. After free time on the morning of the 3rd, a first rehearsal
was held at the Dublin YMCA. The next morning there was a second rehearsal at
the YMCA followed by a noon-time performance in golf shirt kilted order at St
Stephen’s Green. The rest of the day was free for everyone to explore as much
of Dublin as they could in a few short hours (i.e. the prerequisite trip to the
Guinness Brewery!!).
On the 5th of September the entourage departed Dublin by bus heading up to
Belfast and that night was the first of the Tattoo rehearsals. Rehearsals followed
all day Thursday but Friday morning and afternoon were free before the first
Tattoo show that night. The VERY early morning group took advantage of visiting
the Giant’s Causeway, Dunluce Castle and the “Old Bushmills” distillery. The
more civilized later-rising group wandered over to the Titanic Museum and
explored more local sites.
At three performances, over two days, thousands were regaled in the Belfast
SSE Arena by the rousing pageantry of the Belfast International Tattoo. Over 600
local, national and international artistes, with hundreds of sets of bagpipes,
drums, brass and various instruments, delivered three captivating concerts which
showcased some of the world’s most famous military and community marching
bands. The RCMP Pipes and Drums, the band of the Irish Guards and
Switzerland’s famous Lucerne Band were the highlighted bands for 2018. This
sixth edition of the Belfast International Tattoo had by far its most diverse and
internationally fused line up to date. The event also included the Band of the
Gurkha Rifles, and the popular Indian Dhol drumming group Gurjit Singh & the
VIP Dholies. From Johannesburg, the South African Irish Regiment travelled to
Belfast for their inaugural Tattoo appearance.
Traditional marching band music was featured, but in true Belfast Tattoo fashion,
modern music also played a big part. Amigo Leiden from the Netherlands
delivered their “Coldplay show”, which featured popular tracks from the multiaward-winning rock group. The finale which featured all acts from the event on
the floor simultaneously, delivered a powerful ending to each momentous show.
One-third of the Belfast Tattoo audience travelled from outside of Northern

Ireland for the event, a statistic which contributed to it earning two major tourism
awards in 2018.
The RCMP Pipes, Drums, Dancers and Flag Party, being one of the featured
bands for 2018 put on its own ten-minute floor vignette in addition to other
portions of the Tattoo such as opening and closing sequences, and the massed
pipes and drums feature act. Fortunately all the RCMP members came well
prepared, and the practice time in Dublin was well orchestrated to ensure a
polished performance at the Tattoo. The massed band rehearsals for the Tattoo
itself were intense, trying to perfect a massive show in a short period of time, but
the end result was three excellent performances well received by each audience.
Saturday night saw one final Tattoo performance and then Sunday was a VERY
early departure from Belfast via busses again to Dublin for a flight departure of
0830 hrs going home. It felt that we had no sooner arrived than we were heading
back to Canada, but in that short period of a week lots of great memories went
home with everyone.
Postlude: For the Ottawa members on the Belfast trip, there was little time to
savour the memories of Ireland and Northern Ireland, and to regroup. Departure
for China was 36 hours later.
The “National” Division contingent:
* Pipe Major Graeme Ogilvie
* Pipe Sergeant Gilbert Young
* Piper Graham Muir
* Piper Jenny Putinski
* Dancer Tina Gripton

With piper Darryl Owen of the South
African Irish Regiment (Johannesburg),
previously a member of the RCMP
“National” Division Pipe Band
2011-2013.

Halifax before departure.
Corner of Ogilvie & Young.

06 SEPTEMBER 2018
RCMP COMMISSIONER CHANGE OF COMMAND PARADE
DEPOT DIVISION, REGINA
RCMP Commissioner Brenda Lucki's Change of Command ceremony took place
06 September 2018 at the RCMP Academy, "Depot" Division, in Regina,
Saskatchewan. The ceremony marked the symbolic handover of authority from
outgoing Commissioner Bob Paulson to incoming Commissioner Lucki.
"Becoming Commissioner at this time in history is a tremendous honour and
privilege," said Commissioner Lucki. "Guided by my mandate letter, we are
embarking on a period of modernization and innovation. The opportunities and
expectations for the RCMP are clear, and together, we are ready to take on the
challenge.” “I could not be more proud to be leading this organization," she
added. "I am amazed each and every day by the hard work and the unwavering
dedication and loyalty shown by our employees."
On hand to witness the ceremony were His Honour the Honourable W. Thomas
Molloy, Lieutenant Governor of Saskatchewan, the Honourable Ralph Goodale,
Minister of Public Safety and many RCMP employees and community members.
During the ceremony, a parade of cadets, members, veterans and employees
performed a ceremonial march-past to honour the former and the new
commissioner.
Before being appointed Commissioner, Lucki was the Commanding Officer of the
RCMP's training academy. She selected Depot as the location for the Change of
Command ceremony as it holds a special significance to her and all Mounties
who started their careers there, and a great place for all employees to reflect on
their humble beginnings.
Shown below is Commissioner Lucki receiving her new pipe banner from Pipe
Major John Llambias (“F” Division), Inspector, and new Chair of the National
Executive Council of the RCMP Bands of Pipes & Drums, Rod Macleod and
Corps Sergeant Major Al McCambridge.

11-23 SEPTEMBER 2018
SHANGHAI TOURISM FESTIVAL AND BEIJING VISIT
[MIKE LONG]
During September 2018, a Combined RCMP Pipes, Drums and Dancers group travelled
to China for the primary purpose of participating in the Shanghai Tourism Festival. As
well as having an exceptional opportunity to experience this ancient land, it was also
planned that the Pipe Band and its dancers provide the Government of Canada, and
specifically, the Canadian Embassy in Beijing, with an opportunity to promote Canada
and support the Embassy’s RCMP Officer’s efforts in Beijing.
The group was formed primarily from Band and Dance Group members from the
National Division, but we were fortunate that many of our RCMP Band family friends
from across Canada were also able to make the trip with us.
Planning started in earnest the Fall of 2017 and solid
intelligence was gathered quickly, which in the end
facilitated a very successful trip and experience.
Fortunately, we quickly connected with Rose, the
representative of the Shanghai Tourism Festival. She
listened to our needs and facilitated a great
adventure for the group. She also put us in contact
with a pipe band in Cowichan, B.C. who had recently
travelled a very similar journey and they were able to
provide considerable insight and some lessons they
had learned. After further consultations, it was
decided that China was too far to travel to without
taking a bit of time to experience the people, food and culture, so additional activities
were added which took us to Wuzhen, Hangzhou and Beijing.
As unbelievable as it may have seemed, it all came together. The Pipe Major, with the
assistance of his team and lead dancer, designed a suitable performance portfolio,
members bravely submitted their applications for Tourist Visas at their local Chinese
Embassy Visa outlets, banners and flags were prepared, questions regarding email and
internet access were resolved, airline tickets were distributed and Chinese translation
apps were loaded on phones.
As is typical of a Combined Band, the
Pipe Major immediately starts thinking
about ensuring everyone is on the same
page of music. Performance practices in
Shanghai were difficult to arrange, with
the schedule of sightseeing activities
around the Shanghai area and noise
restrictions imposed by our hotel. But a
sports centre playing field that was within
walking distance from the hotel, provided
a perfect venue for the Drum Major to march people around, and to ensure the music
and dancing were in hand.
The group was sponsored by the Tourism Festival, and Rose (our coordinator in
Shanghai) had arranged wonderful day trips prior to the Festival Parade. On the western

outskirts of Shanghai, we visited the wonderful Suzhou Lingering Garden. Built in 1593
during the Ming Dynasty, the gardens are now a UNESCO World Heritage site.
Interestingly, the garden is divided into distinctly themed central, eastern, western and
northern parts. The central section features a man-made mountain and lake scenery; the
eastern part is noted for groupings of elegant buildings and gardens, including the
Celestial Hall of Five Peaks; the western part is characterized by enchanting hills
covered with maple trees that turn bright red in autumn; and the northern part, a former
vegetable garden, now boasts exhibits of potted plants and bonsai, idyllic scenes and
cottages with bamboo fences.
Another very interesting site the group visited was Shantang
Street. We dismounted from our buses and walked up one
side then returned on the other side of the Shantang Canal.
The area is ripe with stores and restaurants of great interest.
Interestingly, the canal was constructed around 825 AD,
during the Tang Dynasty and Shantang Street was declared
a Historical and cultural block of China in 2015. Today, it is a
popular tourist destination with visitors being attracted by the
heritage nature of the buildings and the various old stone
bridges.
Other visits around Shanghai were made to such places as a
silk factory store, the Oriental Pearl Tower (who can forget
the glass floors and view over a modern futuristic Shanghai)
and the Shanghai Bund. The Bund is the shoreline that now
extends 1.5 km and features a walkway, which facilitates
taking in the sights of Shanghai. One interesting opportunity was the night cruise on the
Huangpu River. Lots of fun was had, great location to mingle with other band members
captured onboard, and a perfect opportunity for the Drum Major to bring everyone
together and to thank everyone, especially as a small number of folks were returning to
Canada after the Shanghai Tourism Festival Parade.
We also visited the eye-opening Chenghuang Miao Market in Shanghai. During the reign
of Emperor Yongle during the Ming Dynasty (1403—1424), over 150 years after
Shanghai‘s establishment as a county, Jinshan Shrine on the northern bank of
Fanghong was expanded and transformed into the city God Temple of Shanghai County.
Today, it is a wonderful place to shop for gold jewelry, snacks, crafts and the group took
full advantage of the opportunities presented.
Of course, our main focus was the
Shanghai
Tourism
Festival
Parade. If you ever wondered
what it was like to train and drill
repeatedly in the Army or onboard
ships in the Navy, your experience
in Shanghai would have delivered
the answer. Understanding they
had brought acts from across
China and from literally around the
world,
the
Chinese
parade
authorities were not interested in
leaving anything to chance. The

evening before the big parade, was the practice parade(s), which involved arriving,
warming up, marching down to our wait location, standing around, then finally striking-in
and playing/dancing down the parade route. It all started in the early evening and after
two runs to ensure the wrinkles had been sorted we boarded buses heading back to our
beds at or after 0100 hrs (late in any case). And of course, except for a short visit from
Rose, we had no real idea of timing, directions, what was next, etc. I think they would
refer to the evening as a “test”.
But, if we had thought things over a bit, the practice efforts should have been predicted
as the television audience for the Shanghai Tourism Night Parade is over 200 million
people. Fortunately for us, the lessons had been learned and the parade seemed a
smooth event, except for an unfortunate accident to Joanna Roach, our photographer,
who was injured on the parade route. As a side note, this year‘s 2020 Festival attracted
25.7 million tourists to Shanghai from within and from outside China, and had 1,700 acts.
It remains an extremely large undertaking and was a great experience for our
performers. By the time we departed Shanghai for Wuzhen, we understood much more
about China, its people, its challenges, and how wonderful their restaurants were.
Our post-Shanghai travels were equally
exciting. Our first destination took us to the
beautiful and ancient town of Wuzhen, a 1300year-old water town on the lower reaches of the
Yangtze River. As it is a national scenic area
and one of China's top ten historical & cultural
towns, it presented incredible walking, viewing,
dining and shopping experiences. Interestingly,
since its foundation in 872 A.D., Wuzhen has
never changed its name, location, waterways,
or way of life. Traditional buildings remain intact today even after hundreds years of
weathering.
The next day, we traveled by bus to the city of Hangzhou for another set of unique
experiences. It started by arriving at the beautiful Edinburgh Hotel which was quickly
followed-up by a boat ride on the picturesque West Lake, which also presented an
opportunity to see the lotus plants growing on the lake side. Later that evening, we were
provided with an opportunity to walk down through the festive atmosphere of the
Hangzhou Night Market. Clearly modern China was putting its’ hands up to be noticed.
Lastly, before heading out to the airport for a transfer to Beijing, we visited the Six
Harmony Pagoda. After a night of celebrating our successes and friendships, climbing
the pagoda’s 13 stories by way of its
winding staircase quickly brought members
back to earth. But the view of West Lake
was exceptional and not to be forgotten.
It was clear on arriving in Beijing that we
were going to experience totally different
perspectives of this ancient part of the
world, from the progressive and commercial
power seen in Shanghai, one which would
recount the history of China and its more
political differences from our own. As the
centre of a civilization that extends back to

approximately 220 B.C., Beijing‘s long and rich history has left behind an abundant
historic and cultural heritage, including seven UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Our plan
was to visit many of those sites, including: the Summer Palace, the Temple of Heaven,
the Forbidden City and to top it off a quick visit to a section of the Great Wall.
The Summer Palace, in northwest Beijing, is said to be the best preserved imperial
garden in the world, and the largest of its kind still in existence in China. The Summer
Palace‘s landscaped gardens, temples, and pavilions were originally designed to
achieve harmony with nature, to soothe the soul and please the eye. Regretfully, our
visit coincided with a very large number of other visitors. The visit was rushed, like
visiting a busy shopping store on a sales day. A little less hectic was the group’s visit to
the Temple of Heaven site. The Temple of Heaven was the most important of Beijing's
imperial temples. It was where emperors of the Ming and Qing dynasties (from 1420 to
1900) worshiped to the God of heaven and prayed for good harvests. The most striking
building of the Temple of Heaven is the tall, circular Hall of Prayer for Good Harvests
temple, in the north of the park. In the south of the park lies the Imperial Vault of Heaven
and Circular Mound Altar.
We then visited the famous Tian'anmen Square and the
Forbidden City. Tian'anmen Square especially reminded
everyone of the power and differences of the political
system in China. Mao Zedong proclaimed the founding of
the People's Republic of China in the square on 01
October 1949. Of interest in the square, apart from the
plethora of security cameras, was the largest flower pot
and flowers anyone is likely to see. The flowers were in
preparation for national celebrations associated with their
national holiday on 1 October, soon after our visit and provided a friendly background for
group photos. By passing through the Tian’anmen Gates (Gate of Heavenly Peace) we
enter the Forbidden City. It is a palace complex and with a total area of 720,000 square
meters (180 acres), it is the largest palace in the world. The Forbidden City was declared
a World Heritage Site in 1987, and is listed by UNESCO as the largest collection of
preserved ancient wooden structures in the world.
While in Beijing, the group also visited a jade, pearl store, and a visit to a tea store where
we were taught the fine art of preparing and serving Chinese teas. We also experienced
an original Peking duck supper, which was presented and served by skilled presenters
and made for a remarkable meal.
Not far from Tian'anmen Square, the
Forbidden City areas of Beijing and our hotel,
was the Canadian Embassy. As mentioned at
the beginning, we were enlisted to play at the
embassy for both its staff and to provide an
important opportunity for the foreign
colleagues of the resident RCMP Liaison
Officer to gather. The fun aspect of the visit
was not at the embassy at all but rather in
watching our bus drivers take their vehicles to the busiest intersection nearby and
proceed to execute a three point turn in the middle of the intersection. As much as they
were remarkably deaf to the honking and focused on safely interfering with everyone
else’s travels, they quickly had us back to the main gate of the embassy. The group

rewarded the drivers efforts with a round of applause and set the tone for our arrival at
the embassy.
Regretfully, our visit to the embassy coincided with the early phases of tensions between
the Canadian and Chinese governments, with the result that the foreign embassy staff
invited to the evenings performance were denied permission to attend by the Chinese
authorities. But, in typical manner, the performance went on, and the Canadian Embassy
staff and families seemed to thoroughly enjoy our visit and the entertainment.

One of our last highlights, of this most interesting country, was the visit to the Great Wall
of China, in red serge. Although we were forbidden, by authorities, to play our
instruments on the Great Wall, they had not taken into account Graeme was our Pipe
Major. So in our full rig, it was the picture opportunity of all picture opportunities. As the
band members straighten out their uniforms and the dancers’ kilts swayed in the wind,
we climbed up a portion of the Great Wall for a “once in a life time” photo: a momentous
moment.

It can easily be said that China was an exceptional opportunity for the Band and its
dancers. Our visiting members included members from Halifax, Regina, Moncton,
Edmonton and Golden B.C. and therefore provided an excellent bonding opportunity.
Importantly, we all experienced some of the historic China, some of the tourist version of
China and also the severe political system in China. But, as one of our translators
shared, it is a country in transition, and clearly China has incredible opportunities for the
future due to its immense population, impressive countryside, modern and old cities, a
mostly welcoming atmosphere and a boldness that few other nations can exhibit.

30 SEPTEMBER 2018
CANADIAN POLICE AND PEACE OFFICERS MEMORIAL
PARLIAMENT HILL

OOPs - WRONG BANNER
DIDN’T THINK ANYONE WOIULD NOTICE…..
OUR COMMANDING OFFICER DID!!

20 OCTOBER 2018
KEN THORNTON 100TH BIRTHDAY
CREEMORE ON
This was the year that Kenneth W. Thornton
turned 100. And as was the case for his 90th
and 95th birthdays, the RCMP Pipes and
Drums were there! In the full embrace of
family and friends, a gathering was held on
Saturday 20 October in his honour at “Station
on the Green” in downtown Creemore.
Situated right across the street from Ken’s
apartment, this venue was purpose-built in
2000 with heritage architectural features
invoking memories of the old CNR Station
that served the village for so many years.
It was just the right venue for what turned out to be a most successful “open house”
affair that ran from 2 to 5 pm. By all appearances, the whole town turned out to honour
the man and the moment. The Thornton Clan deftly attended to light refreshments for all
and sundry. A receiving line was formed that persisted over the course of the entire
afternoon. In his best bib and tucker, Ken was ensconced in a comfortable throne-like
chair from which he “held court” for the duration of the event.
As in years past, and as is our custom; the band fielded a small but mighty team to
provide an appropriate musical tribute to Ken, ably led by P/M Ogilvie. We were joined
by alumnus, Roderick Booth, who travelled all the way from Vancouver Island to help
celebrate the occasion. (photo below L-R: Graeme Ogilvie, Donald Corbett, Graham
Muir, Jack Yourt, Rod Booth, Matt Goral, Gilbert Young, Bruce Hewat)

Later on that evening, allowing a proper period of rest and recuperation for Ken, the
Thornton Clan reassembled at the Station on the Green for a formal sit-down supper.
We were invited, as extended family, to share in the meal, along with our good friends
Margaret Struth-Gaff and husband Lindsay. As for the seating the seating arrangements,
Ken was to have his way: he made sure he was surrounded by his band mates, and sat
right next to Maggie!

Anyone who knew Ken will recall his oft-sited declaration, “I am richly blessed!” And such
was the case this night. He was the centre of attention in the midst of a massive
collection of kin: sister, children, grand children and great grand children. Such a sight to
behold, along with the requisite speechifying, gifts and cake.
Graham Muir was on hand to make a
presentation on behalf of the band: a framed
photo canvass entitled “Ever Vigilant”, featuring
a bison and the four historical badges of the
Force. The picture itself was taken by renowned
west coast wildlife photographer, Eric Brewer
(RCMP Inspector retired).
Not surprisingly, we and the Thornton family
were not the only ones who knew how special
Ken had been over his 100 years. He was
named “Citizen of the Year” for 2018 by Mayor
Christopher VanderKruys on behalf of the
Township of Clearview (Creemore), as well as
also being named “Citizen of the Year” by the
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 397.
It was appropriately an extraordinary event for
an extraordinarily fine gentleman.

11 NOVEMBER 2018
REMEMBRANCE DAY SERVICE
ORLEANS LEGION

04 DECEMBER 2018
RCMP CHRISTMAS WITH PARTNERS
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS - LEIKIN
In early December 2018, the RCMP
at National Headquarters (Leikin)
planned a one-week event in the
Atrium of NHQ to showcase
“partners” of the RCMP. The idea
was to raise the awareness of
partners, programs and clients. The
Pipes, Drums and Dancers received
an invitation to participate, both by
putting on a small performance, but
also to set up our own booth-style
presentation in the Atrium to
showcase the band and dancers, to
show those who worked at NHQ
who we are and what we do. A table
was, in fact, set up with the banner
and plaques, photos, and other pipe band accoutrements. To coincide with “break time”,
a small group from the band and dancers put on a short 15-minute performance.

24 NOVEMBER 2018
RCMP PIPE BAND REGIMENTAL DINING-IN
ARMY OFFICERS’ MESS – OTTAWA
2018 KEN THORTON AWARD – MIKE LONG
The criteria for the Ken Thornton
Trophy is a person who best
exemplifies being a team player
through exceptional commitment,
motivation, perseverance and
cooperation, serving as a role
model for others in the band.
Although no member would
typically be awarded this award
twice in a five-year period, Piper
Mike Long so distinguished
himself
through
exceptional
volunteer meritorious performance
while serving as the RCMP Pipe
Band tour planner to China from January 2018 to October 2018 that it was impossible
not to recognize his amazing service to the band. His sustained superior performance in
this very arduous assignment, which totalled over thousands of hours of complex
problem solving (and the associated patience that went with it), was most worthy of
recognition by the “National” Division RCMP Pipes & Drums as the recipient of the 2018
Ken Thornton Award.
His impressive accomplishments included:
- Being a superb team leader, Mike utilized outstanding administrative and logistics
expertise to assist the Band’s Executive Management Team in organizing the China
Tour. His sustained leadership efforts made an immediate and direct positive impact on
the team which infused optimism and energy on all. His calm and cool approach to
issues which arose was contagious with all other leaders on the team.
- Continuing his focused leadership and ingenuity, Mike Long ensured currency
exchange issues between the Bank and Chinese authorities were sorted out through
extensive problem solving. He managed and sorted the Chinese visas issued out of
Ottawa between June and September by leading the way with excellent instructions
provided, resulting in visas issued in all cases except one which was beyond his control.
When issues arose such as the soiled red serge band tunics after performances in the
extreme humidex encountered in Shanghai, he was able to organize dry cleaning in
Beijing in order to enhance the following performance at the Canadian Embassy.
- As a master planner and organizer. Mike Long was directly responsible for initiating
relationship building with a myriad of important connections ensuring tour success.
These included multiple airlines, the Chinese Government, Canadian Government,
multiple tour agencies, Banks, Hotels, and the Shanghai Tourism Festival staff. His
mutual management and coordination of issues throughout all these were essential to
the tour’s success, even as problems surfaced daily. His continually updated versions of
the extremely thorough joining instructions were an example of this. It had to be noted

that these instructions were tailored for a composite band coming from across Canada.
Mike’s financial management of this expensive tour was thorough and detailed, ensuring
overall success all around.
- With unmatched energy and compassion, Mike Long engaged himself for ten months of
sustained daily work, and with the multitude of organizational problems encountered,
remained compassionate to each individual in the band with regard to meeting personal
needs and support. Even during the tour, when encountering sub-standard health and
safety hotel accommodations in Beijing, he quickly and thoroughly engaged with hotel
staff and tour guides to sort problem issues to the satisfaction of all. When one member
was injured seriously during a performance in Shanghai, Mike ensured compassionate
support was provided through the medical facility continuing to her repatriation home
immediately, and ensuring needs were met by the airline for this travel home.

28 NOVEMBER 2018
RCMP PIPE BAND REGIMENTAL DINING-IN
PRESENTATIONS
COMMANDING OFFICER CERTIFICATE
PRESENTED TO DRUM SERGEANT BRUCE HEWAT
Drum Sergeant Bruce Hewat personifies the best of
what can be accomplished through voluntarism. He
has been volunteering with pipe bands since 1996,
including being the Drum Sergeant for the Sons of
Scotland Pipe Band, and since 2004 had been with
the RCMP, of which the previous ten had been as
Drum Sergeant.
At the time of this award he had been, and continues
to be, extremely involved in his local community. He
had been an active supervisor in the Scouting
community having been a scout leader with the 1st
Rockland Scouts for the previous five years, and was
in his fourth year as a coach for two youth soccer
teams.
As a very early member of the RCMP Pipes and
Drums, Drum Sergeant Hewat had at that point
volunteered in excess of 2,000 hours over the previous thirteen years attending
rehearsals, practices and performances and had performed with the Band at over 150
events in red serge. He demonstrated remarkable pride of Association in representing
the Force and was/is an enthusiastic advocate of both the Band and the RCMP.
As the Drum Sergeant of the “National” Division RCMP Pipe Band for ten years by 2018,
he demonstrated the necessary leadership and skills to steadily develop the drum corps
from our initial years of having just three to four side drummers to the 20th anniversary of
the RCMP tartan celebrations in Maxville, Ontario where the pipe band put a corps of ten

side drummers on the field. Most pipe bands in Canada would be extremely jealous of
that capability.
As well as representing the Band and the Force with great pride during garrison
functions, locally in the community and within Canada, Drum Sergeant Hewat has also
held a prominent role at many international events including tattoos in Rochester and
Estes Park Colorado, a gala stage performance in Las Vegas, the Windsor Castle Royal
Tattoo for HM Queen Elizabeth II, and in Mérida, Mexico for a Mayan International
Cultural Festival.
Drum Sergeant Hewat had also voluntarily taken on the role of social media coordinator
for the band. He did a remarkable job with the band’s Facebook page and associated
forums. The RCMP Pipe Band Facebook page, in fact, had become so popular the
number of followers at that point was closing in on an impressive 2,000. The band
management team regularly received outstanding praise for the quality of this site.
Under the guidance of Drum Sergeant Hewat, it had become an exceptionally important
tool for representing the band to the general public and other pipe bands.
Drum Sergeant Hewat easily met all the eligibility requirements stipulated for this
extremely special commendation. He epitomizes volunteerism, embracing and
demonstrating a strong commitment to community service. All of the volunteer effort that
goes towards the success of such an endeavor is offered above and beyond other work
and family obligations. His tireless effort over the previous thirteen years led to
innumerable and significant cultural, ceremonial and public relations successes for the
RCMP locally, regionally, nationally and internationally. He has been an integral part of,
and formidable contributor to the Band and the success that it enjoys today. For these
reasons, A/Commr Michael Duheme was extremely pleased to award Drum Sergeant
Bruce Hewat the Commanding Officer’s Certificate of Appreciation.

28 NOVEMBER 2018
DRUM MAJOR EMERITUS
A bit of a surprise for
Graham Muir at the
Regimental Dining-In was
the honour of being
recognized as our RCMP
“National” Division Pipes
and Drums "Drum Major
Emeritus". This special
recognition was a very
long time coming for
someone who was the
major impetus behind the
RCMP tartan and also
the driving force behind
the band in Ottawa and the RCMP national program. During the year recognizing the 20th
anniversary of the tartan and the national program of citizen volunteer pipe bands in the RCMP,
it was an appropriate time for this to take place. As well as the very visible results of his labour,
e.g. the tartan and our band, Graham was the first Chair of the National Executive Council (of
the RCMP Community Bands of Pipes and Drums) and he was instrumental in the creation of
the not-for-profit society OCMDS (Ottawa Celtic Music & Dance Society), now the "RCMP Pipe
Band, Ottawa". From 2000 until 2016 he served as Band Officer and until 2016 he paraded with
the band as a Drum Major. The band is extraordinarily fortunate that he continues his
association while serving as a "journeyman" piper. But his significant accomplishments on
behalf of the RCMP and the band could not be taken for granted any longer and hence the very
worthy recognition as "Drum Major Emeritus".

14 APRIL 2018
ARMY BALL
HILTON LAC LEAMY, GATINEAU PQ

09 SEPTEMBER 2018
HILL 70 MEMORIAL – MOUNTAIN ON
Bruce Deachman
There is no mountain in Mountain Ont, nor scarcely a mound or embankment. But there
is, in this village, a monument to the Battle of Hill 70. It’s the only such commemoration
in Canada and, for a century, until one was erected in France in 2017, it was the only
one in the world. On 09 September 2018, 75 people gathered to remember the 1917
battle in silence and in song, as singers Garth Hampson and Marleen Fawcett,
accompanied by pianist Helen Hyndman, performed music associated with the two world
wars. The ceremony, hosted by radio personality Rob Clipperton, whose grandfather
Billie died on Hill 70, also featured RCMP piper Jack Yourt and bugler Charles
Armstrong; a reading of In Flanders Fields; the laying of ceremonial wreaths; and the
deafening firings of a Second World War six-pounder anti-tank gun.
The Battle of Hill 70, which took place near the French village of Lens over ten days in
August 1917, was remarkable for a number of reasons. It was the first major battle with
Canadian troops led by a Canadian commander – General Sir Arthur Currie. It was also
a battle during which Canadian troops proved their wartime mettle, as they first captured
the hill, named for its elevation in metres above sea level, then successfully fought off 21
German counterattacks to hold the higher ground. The battle also prevented German
troops in the area from joining the Third Battle of Ypres, or Passchendaele. Hill 70
produced six Victoria Cross recipients, two more than were awarded the valorous
decoration at Vimy Ridge. The cost was significant; the Canadian Corps suffered
approximately 9,000 casualties, while the total number of German deaths and injuries
was estimated at around 25,000. Yet, coming between the battles of Vimy Ridge and
Passchendaele, the Canadian victory at Hill 70 was squeezed out of the spotlight, and
remained largely ignored or forgotten.
Although not by the residents of Mountain. Their memorial, originally just a couple of
engraved boulders and an old German machine-gun in a muddy field, was lent additional
gravity a half-dozen years ago with the addition of a large black marble monument with
steps, stone information panels, landscaping and a Canadian flag. The project,
shepherded by the local Lions Club, was initiated and encouraged by area farming
couple and history buffs Donald and Eunice Johnston. “No one knew anything about Hill
70,” says Donald. “It was nothing but a footnote in the pages of history. All these boys
gave their lives, and nobody knew. But this (monument) tells their story.”

23-24 APRIL 2018
G7 FOREIGN AND SECURITY MINISTERS CONFERENCE
TORONTO
Best laid plans o’ mice and men……
The Honourable Chrystia Freeland, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and The Honourable
Ralph Goodale, Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, co-hosted a
meeting of G7 Foreign and Security Ministers on “Building a More Peaceful and Secure
World” in Toronto 19-24 April 2018. On Monday 23 April the RCMP were invited to
provide ceremonial support to the Security Ministers’ Reception and Cultural Program
that was scheduled to occur at 1800 hrs. Regular members of “O” Division were invited
to provide a presence in review order of dress and four pipers from the “National”
Division RCMP Pipe Band were engaged by conference organizers to play during the
reception. Members travelling were Pipe Major Graeme Ogilvie, Pipe Sergeant Gilbert
Young, and pipers Brad Hampson and Graham Muir. The itinerary for the quartet was to
travel from Ottawa to Toronto on April 23 by Via Rail (business class) with
accommodations secured at the downtown Intercontinental Hotel (conference site) for
one night, returning April 24. Arrival in Toronto was scheduled for 1500 hrs.
The first 9-1-1 call on 23 April reporting pedestrians being hit by a van on Yonge Street
was received at 1330 hrs. The deadly Toronto attack, using a rented van, took place
along Yonge Street through the North York City Centre business district. The driver
targeted pedestrians, killing 10 and injuring 16, some critically. The driver was taken into
custody just south of the crime scene, after leaving the van and reportedly attempting to
commit “suicide-by-cop”. The incident was the deadliest vehicle-ramming attack in
Canadian history.
Given the enormity of this incident, and with many of the Canadian hosts of the G7
security conference now involved with the follow-up, the evening gala was cancelled and
the RCMP pipers, although dressed and ready to go, never did play. No performance,
but a two-day bonding exercise for the four.

18 SEPTEMBER 2018
ITALIAN-CANADIAN INTERNMENT CEREMONY
CANADIAN POLICE COLLEGE - OTTAWA
In September 2018, a ceremony was
planned in recognition of the RCMP
role in the internment of ItalianCanadians which involved the arrest,
removal, and internment of ItalianCanadians during World War II
following Italy’s 10 June 1940
declaration of war against the United
Kingdom
and
France.
The
Government of Canada enacted the
War Measures Act resulting in the
designation
of
31,000
ItalianCanadians as enemy aliens. Of these,
approximately 600 Italian-Canadian
men were arrested and held in internment camps between 1940 and 1943.
The RCMP was responsible for the arrest of these men. In the end, no one was formally
charged in a court of law and no one was ever found guilty of committing an act against
Canada. In an act of reconciliation with the Italian community, the RCMP Commissioner,
Brenda Lucki, hosted the ceremony at the Canadian Police College in Ottawa. Also in
attendance was retired RCMP Commissioner, and Italian-Canadian, Giuliano
Zaccardelli. A maple tree, accompanied by a plaque, was planted near the entrance of
the Musical Ride Gift Shop building.
During the ceremony RCMP piper Jack Yourt played both Maple Leaf Forever and
Amazing Grace. After the names of the internees were read, the service was finished
with a playing of the RCMP Regimental March.

11 NOVEMBER 2018
ST MICHAEL CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL – KEMPTVILLE ON
Commemorating the 100th anniversary of World War I, Grade 10 classes at St Michael's
Catholic High School in Kemptville again began working on a project in September to
build authentic replica trenches on the school grounds. The annual project sees about
60 students learn about the First World War and how soldiers lived in the trenches. "One
day I looked outside and saw shovels and said 'let's go build our own trenches'," said
history teacher Fred Bortolussi, who first conceptualized the idea in 2013. Five years
later, the project was still continuing and expanding each year. In 2017, the students
added a tunnel to represent the tunnels soldiers used in the Battle of Vimy Ridge. "This
is more than just history," said Bortolussi. "This is the partaking in it, they research it,
they understand it, and they feel it."
Alumni Amanda Casey, who is now an officer cadet with the Canadian Armed Forces,
says this is more than just a history project. "My entire family, this is our entire lives,"
said Casey. "My great-great-great grandfather fought in World War One, I'm a fifth
generation." Casey worked on the project throughout her four years of high school. "It
was all by hand." said Casey. "You didn't have an excavator, you didn't have power
tools, we dug these with shovels."
No detail was overlooked. The trenches, which required about 4000 sandbags, were
built to size. Similar to the soldiers in the First World War, students built the trenches
with whatever materials they could find, including cedar logs and scraps of metal.
Bortolussi says it's imperative that everything is as realistic as it can be. "One of the
problems with not having conflict for a long time is people forget," said Bortolussi. "It's
important we give them something other than a picture or writing in a textbook, so they
remember what our veterans went through." Ron Andersen is a retired war officer and
member of the Royal Canadian Legion in Kemptville. He called the trenches impressive.
"It's a phenomenal act of remembrance," said Andersen. "The fact that we're not being
forgotten, that the veterans of the First World War 100 years past are being remembered
in this manner is a very touching feeling."
Piping out the school students on Friday 09 November to mark the remembrance
ceremony was RCMP piper (and St Mike’s teacher) Matt Goral.

2018 KINCARDINE SCOTTISH FESTIVAL & HIGHLAND GAMES
KINCARDINE ON
STREET BANNER
It came as a complete shock to Casey
Cerson. He was the piper in the “National”
Division RCMP Pipes and Drums who was
a native and favourite son of the town of
Kincardine, nestled quietly on the shores of
Lake Huron. In fact Casey had already
been given the honour of participating as
the “Phantom Piper” atop the Kincardine
Lighthouse, the sound of his bagpipes
carrying along Kincardine’s shoreline at
dusk one summer evening. But when it
came to advertise the annual Kincardine
Scottish Festival & Highland Games in
2018, who should grace the main street of
the town but another of the band’s pipers,
John (Jack) Cameron Yourt. Given Jack’s
notoriety world-wide, and propensity to
show up in prominent photographs
everywhere, it should not have been a
complete surprise that he would be the one
featured throughout the community in
advertisement of the extremely popular
summer event. But poor Casey; it just didn’t
seem fair.

2018 NEW HAMPSHIRE HIGHLAND GAMES & FESTIVAL
LOON MOUNTAIN PROGRAM PHOTO
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20th ANNIVERSARY OF RCMP TARTAN - APRIL 2018
A RETROSPECTIVE
Bring Forrit the Tartan!1
By Insp R.G. Muir, “A” Division Commercial Crime Section

It is the best dress fitted for the country of Gael…. they required a dress which united the
recommendation of lightness and comfort, and in no other dress are these so completely
obtained as in that which is a plaid, formed during the day a graceful ornament, and at night a
comfortable covering when forced from their pastoral employments to repose upon their native
heath…. It is an ancient dress, a martial dress, and a becoming dress….. Sir Walter Scott.
This is a tale best told from its closing chapter: Cst Colin Grinstead from Vancouver BC stands on
the battlement at the Nova Scotia International Tattoo as the “lone piper”, resplendent in the new
RCMP tartan and kilted Red Serge uniform. With the Canadian flag filling the stage backdrop, he
plays his lament to a packed house at North America’s preeminent marshal music festival. In
th
honour of the RCMP’s 125 anniversary, the Force is show-cased throughout the week-long
evening performances. On this, the closing night, Commissioner Philip Murray has travelled to
Halifax in the company of CSM Yvon Mercier to take the final salute.
It is a defining moment, not only for the Force, but for the RCMP 125 Tartan Sub-Committee
which laboured long and hard to bring the “tartan initiative” to fruition. The tartan, kilt and unique
uniform for pipers and drummers had been the sole domain of this sub-committee for fully one
year.
Just days earlier, in Fredericton, Her Royal Highness Princess Anne arrived for a four-day visit to
New Brunswick, escorted by Federal Solicitor General Andy Scott. The Princess visited the
RCMP’s “J” Division Headquarters where, accompanied by the music of the Codiac Regional
Pipe Band, she inspected the RCMP honour troop and presented the official Certificate of
Accreditation from the Scottish Tartans Society to D/Commr Terry Ryan. Having been registered
at Pitlochry, Scotland, the RCMP tartan was, thus, formally presented to the Force and to the
Canadian public.
A tradition in the making
th
This had been an RCMP 125 anniversary project. However, it was hardly an idea conceived and
carried out in the anniversary year. The tartan along with other Celtic traditions such bagpipe
music, has long been associated with the RCMP. Regimental dinners frequently begin with the
“piping of the head table”. Regimental weddings and funerals often include the playing of the
pipe. For many years “Depot” Division has engaged “recruit pipers” for parade and ceremonial
purposes. National and divisional headquarters routinely call on the services of pipers for the
hosting of conferences, Mess functions and community-related special events. Indeed, police
pipers and pipe bands are common-place in Canada and abroad. Most major police forces of the
Commonwealth foster strong traditions associated with the “pipes and drums”. The playing of the
bagpipe has become integral to ceremonial occasions for the police and communities they serve.
Thus it would follow that the RCMP would adopt an official tartan into its complement of uniforms.
However, the road to the RCMP tartan was a long one, paved with ambivalence and reluctance
by the management of the day. In March 1972, Insp Feagan, OC, Yellowknife Sub-Division, noted
that a “Fathers of Confederation” series of tartans was designed by Fromm Brothers Ltd, of Galt
ON as part of Canada’s centennial year celebrations, and that a “NWMP Tartan” formed part of
the series. In July 1975, as consideration was being given to adopting the NWMP tartan as the
Force’s official tartan, it was concluded that the colours were “not altogether satisfactory” and
registration was not officially pursued by the Force.
Over the years, in fact, there were to be several star-crossed attempts to convince the mandarins
that tartan and kilts were congruous with the affairs of the Force. Honourable mention goes to Cst
Ewen Booth of Shoal Lake MB who submitted a detailed written proposal in 1990 to (then) CSM
Eric Young to adopt a tartan and kilted uniform for RCMP pipers and drummers. Cst Booth fell
heir to a polite but tepid response. Sgt Graham Muir and Cst Dan Roy, of the National Capital
Region, followed hard on the heels of Cst Booth in 1991, and again in 1992, with the same

disappointing results. Their submission disappeared into the bureaucratic morass that was
National Headquarters of the day. There just seemed to be too many good reasons to say “no”.
A foothold was gained in 1992 when the Commanding Officer, “K” Division (Alberta), A/Commr
Les Holmes (now retired), took up the cause of his members to adopt a kilted uniform for pipers
and drummers as a “Canada 125” initiative. A small corps of pipes and drums was formed in
Edmonton, sporting the MacLeod of Harris tartan in honour of the Force’s second Commissioner,
James F. MacLeod. The Red Serge was modified to wear with the kilt and, thus, a precedent was
set. This same group was to form the core of the composite band that would be travelling to the
Nova Scotia Tattoo over the years.
From good ideas to good deeds
Significant strides in Alberta aside, promoting the
idea of a unique tartan and Force-wide
acceptance of a kilted uniform was akin to
“sewing seeds on barren ground”. Getting
Headquarters’ approval had proven a tortuous,
tiresome and tenuous undertaking.
However, early in 1997, CSM Mercier sought out
S/Sgt Muir, one of the last-standing champions of
the cause, to announce that the tartan issue was
“off the back burner”! It appeared as though the
enthusiasm surrounding the Force’s 125th
anniversary celebrations might just provide the
necessary impetus to breathe new life into this
cause. CSM Mercier was to provide the muchneeded stewardship to make it all a success: guiding the process through sundry rounds of
consultation and committee work; carefully currying favour and crafting consensus; and prevailing
in the face of grueling bureaucracy.
It was recognized early on in this venture that there could be no legitimate progress in the
absence of cross-country consultation -- and so was formed the RCMP 125 Tartan SubCommittee, comprised of: Sgt Colin Abel (Pacific Region), Supt Gerry Simmonds and Sgt Jim
Medley (North West Region), S/Sgt Graham Muir and Cst Dan Roy (Central Region), and Cst
Marion Fraser (Atlantic Region), and CSM Yvon Mercier as honorary chairman.
For most of 1997, there was a myriad of meetings, cross-country video conferencing, and a flurry
of telephone, fax and e-mail traffic – a Trojan effort that led to a nationwide communication
strategy announcing the search for a unique RCMP tartan. The RCMP’s tartan, it was decided,
should be an original design. The contemporary significance of tartans is that they express a
sense of identity and of belonging to a family. Provinces, cities, universities, corporations and
even police departments have adopted tartans. The RCMP is seen by many as a symbol of
Canada and this is why the sub-committee wanted the RCMP to have its own tartan.
A dozen submissions from prospective designers were whittled down to a
single design: “A Unique RCMP Historical Tartan”, submitted by Mrs Violet
Holmes, wife of retired A/Commr Les Holmes, in collaboration with Mr.
Gordon Kirkbright. Mrs Holmes was one of a dozen people who submitted a
tartan design after the sub-committee requested the input of RCMP
employees through the RCMP Quarterly and the Pony Express.
The “Canada 125" project leading to kilts and MacLeod tartan had piqued
Violet Holmes’ interest. As an accomplished artist in her own right, she had
clearly envisaged a tartan that would one day be worn to complement the
Red Serge tunic. The water colour studies of 1992 found their way through

several iterations, including a final computer rendering, to become what is now the Force’s very
own RCMP tartan.
From colours to cloth
By September 1997 it had been determined that the Holmes tartan would be ours. But the true
test of partnership was upon the committee. There was an urgent need to get from colours to
cloth. The prototype tartan would need to pass muster with the artist and the Scottish Tartans
Society would need cloth-in-hand before the registration process could be properly completed.
And most important, Commissioner Murray needed to know and to see what he would be saying
“yes” to!
As Christmas approached, Burnett’s and Struth Scottish Regalia Ltd of Barrie ON came on board.
Margaret Struth, business person and kilt maker extraordinaire, took to the project as though it
were her own. As Canadian agent for Lochcarron Mills of Scotland, Mrs Struth saw to much of the
minutia associated with rendering colours to cloth. There was to be a spate of eleventh hour
consultation “across the pond” involving S/Sgt Muir, Mrs Holmes and the very accommodating Mr
Alistair Buchan of Lochcarron Mills. And once there was consensus on colour, there was to be
“work into the wee hours,” while Margaret Struth and her staff made the kilts to be worn by the
RCMP band in Halifax.
Bringing it all together
As 1997 turned to 1998, things proceeded at a
frenetic pace. There is much to be said for
concurrent activity – the fine art of having all of your
irons in the fire at the same time. And so it was with
the “tartan initiative”. Extensive consultation took
place with those who know the business: Mr Scott
MacAulay, Director of the College of Piping and
Celtic Performing Arts in Summerside PEI, was
there to lend advice and guidance; Major Archie
Cairns (retired), Pipe Major of the London City
Police Pipes and Drums and “eminence grise” of
Canadian piping, provided sage counsel born of
decades of experience; S/Sgt Patrick Hayes, Pipe
Major of the Ottawa-Carleton Regional Police, offered an attentive ear and was a sounding board
throughout. This broad consultation kept the prcess grounded and headed in the right direction.
Furthermore, A/Commr Frank Richter stepped forward to assume nominal costs associated with
kick-starting the process; Mr Emanuel Lavidiotis, Master Tailor, applied his talent to fashion a
prototype tunic that would be worn with the kilt; C/M Rick Van Gastel, HQ Forensic Identification
Unit, tended to the studio photos that would accompany future committee deliberations up to and
including the Commissioner’s Senior Executive Committee (SEC); Sgt Brent MacDonald, HQ
Material Management Branch, steadfastly shepherded after policy issues and logistical chores;
Insp Gord Finck offered up the National Operations Centre (NOC) and its state-of-the-art video
conferencing facilities, allowing committee work to proceed apace. Thanks to the miracles of
modern technology, much of the necessary ground work required to vet, register and certify the
RCMP tartan was accomplished via the Internet. With the able assistance of Mr Keith Lumsden of
the Scottish Tartans Society, “killing trees” readily gave way to electronically fast-tracking our
efforts. Mr Lumsden also lent his considerable talent and experience to suggesting appropriate
protocol for Princess Anne’s presentation of the Certificate of Accreditation.
Strategy is everything!
If the tartan was to be approved and if the kilt was to be worn in time for any of the RCMP 125
anniversary celebrations, key dates had to be nailed down, around which energy and enthusiasm
could coalesce.

Talks were well underway between Halifax and Edmonton about the prospects of a “Mountie
band” at the 1998 Nova Scotia Tattoo. At the urging of Insp Keith Sherwood, in Halifax, Supt
Gerry Simmonds and the “K” Division crew threw themselves into the breach and committed to
making the trip – one way or the other. The tartan they would wear very much depended on how
successful the tartan sub-committee would be in stick-handling its recommendations through the
national policy centre and on to the Commissioner and SEC.
During the bitter cold days of February 1998, CSM Mercier and
S/Sgt Muir, worked back from critical dates pending in June and
July -- the Royal Visit and the Nova Scotia Tattoo – and locked in
on deadlines to ensure the necessary approvals for tartan, kilts
and accoutrements. These two events were to be the beacons
towards which the committee would navigate – the first
opportunities to showcase the new kilted uniforms.
At the end of the day, the Clothing and Equipment Design
Committee (CEDC), chaired by A/Commr Richter, received and
supported the Tartan Sub-Committee’s recommendations and
sponsored them to the Commissioner. By mid-April, it was left to
Commissioner Murray and SEC to decide. With a clear
appreciation for what lay ahead, the record of decision was
straight and to the point: the tartan was to be adopted and there
was to be a kilted uniform for RCMP pipers and drummers –
make it so!
Just in the nick of time, Keith Lumsden, with “pen poised,”
completed the all-important certification process in Scotland. “J”
Division was in the final throes of completing Princess Anne’s
agenda. C/Supt Garry Leoppky had things well in hand, and
thanks to the yeoman service of Insp Barry Harvie and S/Sgt
Jacques Ouellette, it all came off without a hitch. As various
members of the “Mountie band” were winging their way to the
maritimes for Tattoo rehearsals, boxes of kilts and accoutrements
were moving cross-country by courier.
Looking to the future
Cst Colin Grinstead’s fine performance may have been the closing chapter in the RCMP 125
“tartan initiative,” but it is just the beginning of a much bigger and better story. As the acting Pipe
Major, Cst Grinstead was joined in Halifax by 25 other pipers and drummers from six provinces,
forming the first-ever RCMP composite band of pipes and drums. Some of the men and women
forming the band were regular members of the Force, while others were civilian volunteers. Under
his direction, and that of Drum Major (Cst) Mike McGinley and Drum Sergeant (Cpl) Rob Smith,
the band gave an outstanding account of itself.
When Commissioner Murray ratified both tartan and uniform, he expressly encouraged its
wearing by regular and retired members, employees, and civilian volunteers. His decision reflects
the reality of police community bands of pipes and drums across the country and the
Commonwealth. On receiving the Certificate of Accreditation from HRH Princess Anne, D/Commr
Ryan had this to say:
Over recent years we have made a commitment to “partnership”. The RCMP tartan we see worn
here today could not have been possible without true partnership. More than this, though, is the
very real potential that the tartan has as a device to encourage future partnership. As an
example, the tartan will be worn by a composite band of pipes and drums at the Nova Scotia
Tattoo. This group is comprised of volunteer serving members of our Force, along with
community members from as far away as British Columbia and Alberta. The future looks

promising indeed for community-based initiatives that will witness the wearing of the tartan in
partnership with the public we serve.
Now the approximately 200 RCMP pipers and drummers
across Canada will have an opportunity to be identified as
members of the Force when they volunteer their time and
talent in community bands (“A” Division has about half a
dozen pipers). In the past, a large majority of these men and
women had to wear the uniform of other bands – including
other police bands. Now the people who make up RCMP
bands will be able to wear a tartan that specifically represents
the RCMP. Needless to say that civilians wishing to participate
in RCMP community pipe bands will be expected to adopt the
same standards of uniform dress and conduct as is already
expected from regular members of the Force.
There are already three RCMP pipe and drum bands in
Canada. The first band was formed in 1992 in Edmonton, by
(then) CO, A/Commr Les Holmes, as a Canada 125 initiative.
A second band was subsequently formed in Sherwood Park,
Alberta, and the RCMP just inherited a pipe and drum band
when it recently took over policing duties in Moncton, New
Brunswick.
As this article goes to press, the National Capital Region is
well on the way to establishing its own band and others will
surely follow. The NCR Band is looking for donations of
second-hand Red Serges to be worn with the newly approved
RCMP tartan kilt. Please take a trip to your closet and enclose
your “old” Red Serge in a box to send to: Insp R.G. Muir, “A”
Division CCS, Léomont Bldg, Room 534, 155 McArthur
Avenue, Vanier, ON K1A 0R4. The future does indeed look
promising. Bring forrit the tartan!!
*

*

*

Hats off to those who made it happen (in alphabetical order):
Sgt. Colin Abel, Training Branch, Fairmont Barracks, Vancouver; A/Commr. Dwight Bishop, CO,
“H” Division, Halifax; Cst. Ewen Booth, Shoal Lake Detachment; Alistair Buchan, Lochcarron
Mills, Scotland; C/Supt. Allan Burchill (retired), RCMP 125 Anniversary National Committee,
Ottawa; Major Archie Cairns (retired), London Police Pipes & Drums, London, Ont.; Insp. Gord
Finck, OIC National Operations Centre; Cst. Marion Fraser, Lower Sackville Detachment; S/Sgt.
Patrick Hayes, Ottawa-Carleton Regional Police Pipes & Drums; Insp. Barry Harvie, Fredericton;
Violet Holmes, Burnaby; Emanuel Lavidiotis, Master Tailor; C/Supt. Garry Loeppky, CO, “J”
Division, Fredericton; Keith Lumsden, Scottish Tartans Society, Pitlochry, Scotland; Scott
MacAulay, Director of the College of Piping and Celtic Performing Arts in Summerside, PEI; Sgt.
Brent MacDonald, Material Management Branch; Cst. Mike McGinley, Edmonton; Sgt. Jim
Medley, Immigration and Passport Section, Edmonton; C/S/M Yvon Mercier; A/Commr. Ray
Mercier, CO, “A” Division, Ottawa; Insp. Graham Muir; Commissioner Philip Murray; S/Sgt.
Jacques Ouellette, Fredericton; D/Commr. Larry Proke, Commander, Pacific Region; A/Commr.
Frank Richter, Director, Financial Services Directorate, Ottawa; Cst. Dan Roy, Plaster Rock
Detachment, N.B.; D/Commr. Terry Ryan, Commander, Atlantic Region; Insp. Keith Sherwood,
Staffing and Personnel, Halifax; Supt. Gerry Simmonds, Criminal Operations, Edmonton; Cpl.
Rob Smith, “E” Division HQ, Vancouver; Margaret Struth, Burnett’s & Struth Scottish Regalia Ltd.,
Barrie, Ont.; C/M Rick Van Gastel, Forensic Identification, Ottawa; A/Commr. Brian Watt, CO, “F”
Division, Regina.

